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author of  

the body where i was born 
Winner of the 2014 Herralde Novel 

Prize for Después del invierno

Project Censored
Winner of the 2014 Pillar Award for 

New Media and Journalism

Mundo Cruel
luis negrón
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Award for Gay General Fiction
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Finalist for the 2013 Lambda Award 
for LGBT Children/Young Adult

Generation Roe
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Finalist for the 2013 Lambda Award 
for Lesbian and General Fiction

Vannak Anan Prum
author of the dead eye and  

the deep blue sea
2012 State Department Human Rights 

Defender Award 

The Graphic Canon
edited by russ kick

Publishers Weekly Top 10 Graphic 
Books of the Season “The graphic lit-
erary publishing event of the year!”

A New York Times Book Review 
“Editors’ Choice”

Recent Awards and Honors
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Winner of the Center for Fiction’s 

2016 First Novel Prize

The New York Times Book Review 
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Sex is a Funny Word
cory silverberg and fiona smyth

Winner of the 2016 Norma Fleck 
Award for Canadian Children’s 
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Stonewall Honor Book in Children’s 
and Young Adult Literature 2016

Rainbow Book List 2016

ALA Notable Children’s Book 2016

Winner of the 2016 Best Children’s 
Book of the Year: Children’s Book 

Committee

ALSC Notable Book 2016 

Winner of the Canadian Children’s 
Book Centre’s Best Books for Kids and 

Teens,  
Spring 2016 

Adam and Thomas
aharon appelfeld

translated by jeffrey m. green
illustrated by philippe dumas
2016 Sydney Taylor Book Award 
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National Jewish Book Award in 
Children’s Literature Book Finalist 

2015

ALA Mildred L. Batchelder Award 
Honor 2016

The Body Where I Was Born
guadalupe nettel

translated by j. t. lichtenstein
Neustadt Prize Finalist 2016
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2013 (Volume 2)

Great Reads in Store: Indie 
Booksellers Pick 2012’s Best (NPR)

Suzanne Jill Levine
translator for mundo cruel

Winner of the 2012 PEN Center USA 
Translation Award 
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author of the minimum  

security chronicles
Winner of the 2012 Robert F. Kennedy 

Journalism Award

Stephanie McMillan
author of the minimum  

security chronicles
Winner of the 2012 Robert F. Kennedy 

Journalism Award

LoveStar
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Winner of the Philip K. Dick Award 
Special Citation of Excellence 2012

The Story of the Blue Planet
andri snær magnason

An Honor Book for The Nature 
Generation’s 2013 Green Earth Book 
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Birth Matters
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Named one of the International 
Planned Parenthood Federation’s Top 

6 Books of 2011

Maonomics
loretta napoleoni

First prize for a work on Economics by 
the Italian Association for Economic 

Development

Ina May Gaskin
author of birth matters

Winner of the Right Livelihood 
Award, 2011

God Breaketh Not All Men’s Hearts 
Alike

stanley moss
Winner of the Pushcart Prize for 

“Song of No God”

Buzz Aldrin, What Happened to You 
in All the Confusion?

johan harstad
Named a Kirkus Reviews Best Fiction 

title of 2011

Named one of Electric Literature’s 
Most Beautiful Books of the Year, 

2011
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January 31, 2017
paperback • $15.95
5" x 7" • 208 pages
978-1-60980-725-2
E-ISBN: 978-1-60980-726-9

ISIS: The Terror Nation
L or et ta Na poleoni

The new edition of The Islamist Phoenix updated with  
three completely new chapters. 

From its birth in the late 1990s as the jihadist dream of terrorist leader Abu Musab 
al Zarqawi, the Islamic State (known by a variety of names, including ISIS, ISIL, and 
al Qaeda in Iraq) has grown into a massive enterprise, redrawing national borders 
across the Middle East and subjecting an area larger than the United Kingdom to its 
own vicious brand of Sharia law. In ISIS: The Terror Nation, world renowned terror-
ism expert Loretta Napoleoni takes us beyond the headlines, demonstrating that 
while Western media portrays the Islamic State as little more than a gang of thugs 
on a winning streak, the organization is proposing a new model for nation building. 
Waging a traditional war of conquest to carve out the twenty-first  century version 
of the original Caliphate, IS uses modern technology to recruit and fundraise while 
engaging the local population in the day to day running of the new state. Rising 
from the ashes of failing jihadist enterprises, the Islamic State has shown a deep 
understanding of Middle Eastern politics, fully exploiting proxy war and shell state 
tactics. This is not another terrorist network but a formidable enemy in tune with 
the new modernity of the current world disorder. As Napoleoni writes, “Ignoring 
these facts is more than misleading and superficial, it is dangerous. ‘Know your 
enemy’ remains the most important adage in the fight against terrorism.” 

A woman of the left who garners praise from Noam 
Chomsky and Greg Palast at the same time as she is 
quoted respectfully in Forbes and the Wall Street Jour-
nal, LORETTA NAPOLEONI was born in 1955 in Rome. 
In the mid-1970s she became an active member of the 
feminist movement in Italy, and later studied as a 
Fulbright Scholar at Johns Hopkins University’s Paul 
H. Nitze School of Advanced International Studies in 
Washington, DC. She began her career as an economist, 

and went on to work as London correspondent and columnist for La Stampa, 
La Repubblica, and La Paîs. Napoleoni is the author of the international best-

sellers Rogue Economics: Capitalism’s New Real-
ity and Terror Incorporated: Tracing the Money 
Behind Global Terrorism. She has served as the 
chairman of the countering terrorism financ-
ing group for the Club de Madrid, and lectures 
regularly around the world on economics, 
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“The Islamist Phoenix is a great entry point for those in want  
of a more solid understanding of the history and social  
complexities involved in the rise of the Islamic State”  

—Chelsea Manning

“A vital contribution to our understanding of what is happening in 
the Middle East ”  
—Chris Hedges

money laundering, and terrorism. Napoleoni lives in London and Montana.
MPhil in terrorism from the London School of Economics, and has traveled 
regularly to Pakistan, Turkey, Iran, Iraq, Syria, and other Middle Eastern coun-
tries. She lives in London and Montana. Her most recent book is Merchants 
of Men: How Jihadists and ISIS Turned Kidnapping and Refugee Trafficking into a 
Multi-Billion Dollar Business.

• Author available for interview. Events in NYC, Montana. 
• Foreign Rights: World Rights. Rights to the The Islamist Phoenix sold in 18 

countries. 
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Ma, Now I’m Goin Up in the World
A Memoir of Dublin in the 1960s
M a rth a L ong

The next moving volume of Martha Long’s autobiographical Ma series —
all bestsellers in the UK and Ireland   —about a young woman’s coming of 
age in Dublin, told in an unforgettable voice. 

Sixteen -year -old Martha’s luck is finally changing. Taken in by a kind young 
priest, Father Ralph Fitzgerald, and his wealthy mother, she gets a taste of “how 
the other half lives” and resolves to make a better life for herself once and for all. 
Soon she’s off to school to become a secretary: her ticket to a respectable middle-
class existence. But even as her fortune improves  —she has a roof over her head, 
food in her belly, and the freedom to do as she pleases—  the love and community 
she has sought since she was a child continue to elude her. Her friendship with 
Father Ralph, the first person to make her feel truly special, may hold the key to 
her happiness. However, as their friendship becomes something more, Martha 
discovers that love can heal—  but it can also hurt, deeply. In Ma, Now I’m Goin 
Up in the World, Martha navigates 1960s Ireland with her trademark compassion, 
optimism, and fiery strength. But will these traits be enough to see her through 
the greatest challenge of her life thus far? 

MARTHA LONG was born in Dublin, Ireland, in 
the 1950s and still lives there today. She is the au-
thor of seven Ma books recounting her life from 
decade to decade, all of which have been best-
sellers in the UK and Ireland. She calls herself a 
“middle aged matron” and has successfully reared 
three children.

January 10, 2017
hardcover • $28.95
5.5" x 8.25" • 448 pages
978-1-60980-687-3
E-ISBN: 978-1-60980-688-0
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• Author available for interview; Book Club selection.
• Foreign Rights: North American rights.

“Reading this startling testament to one child’s valiant attempts to 
live until the age of sixteen (four years to go!) is a worthy reminder 

that we can do better as adults if we turn to embrace the children who 
are suffering, anywhere on earth, who are coming toward us, their 

numbers increasing daily, for help.”  
—Alice Walker

“Coming-of-age hardships skillfully recounted by way of the colloquial 
Irish tongue.”  

—Kirkus Reviews

“Beautifully written and packed with detail.”  
—The Cleveland Plain Dealer

“One thing readers will notice is the unexpected theme of courage and 
hope throughout this dark, heart-breaking tale. This story was one of 

the most unique, surprisingly inspiring memoirs available.”  
—Yahoo Voices
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The next installment of the Ma books—all bestsellers in Ireland and 
the UK—brings readers on the journey of Martha’s first months of free-
dom in Dublin after leaving the convent where she spent her early ado-
lescence. 

In the latest chapter of Martha Long’s autobiographical series, Martha is for the 
first time on her own: discharged from the convent, she’s finally 16, the age she’d 
long dreamed of as the doorway to her freedom from the whims of cruel adults. 
“Life is a bowl of cherries!” she reasons as she sets out to blend in with the middle 
classes and find love, acceptance, and respect therein. But this is also Dublin in the 
1960s, where class aspirations ain’t so easy for the likes of Martha. 

As one job and bedsit is found (and lost), another soon comes along with its own 
foibles and dangers . . . but with her signature spirit and true grit, Martha makes the 
best of every situation and manages to offer compassion even to the most down-
trodden of characters who cross her path. Chance meetings with old friends from 
the convent and a fortuitous (yet brief) reunion with two of her brothers remind 
Martha of all she has experienced (and survived) and serves as the impetus for her 
to keep going . . . even when homelessness is all but certain. 

As with her previous books, Ma, It’s a Cold Aul 
Night an I’m Lookin for a Bed has us cheering for 
Martha. This time she doesn’t have any nuns or 
abusive stepfathers preventing her from making 
progress . . . but life does still get in the way, and that 
bowl of cherries sometimes proves to be a bit more 
sour than Martha would hope.

MARTHA LONG was born in Dublin, Ireland, in 
the 1950s and still lives there today. She is the au-
thor of seven Ma books recounting her life from 

decade to decade, all of which have been 
bestsellers in the UK and Ireland. She calls 
herself a “middle aged matron” and has suc-
cessfully reared three children.

January 10, 2017
Paperback • $17.95
5.5" x 8.25" • 368 pages
978-1-60980-696-5
E-ISBN: 978-1-60980-599-9

Ma, It’s a Cold Aul Night an  
I’m Lookin for a Bed
M a rth a L ong
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“Dublin—in all its splendor and grit, poetry and profanity—is once 
again brought to life by Martha Long’s irresistible voice.  Her many 

trials and tribulations are no match for the fierce determination and 
wicked sense of humor she so deftly deploys.  Brew up a strong pot 
of tea and get ready for a wild, often dark but always inspiring ride 

through 1960s Ireland.”  
—Tom Deignan, Columnist, Irish Voice, and author of Irish Americans

• Author available for interview; Book Club selection.
• Foreign Rights: North American rights.
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January 17, 2017
paperback • $23.95
6" x 9" • 368 pages
978-1-60980-653-8
E-ISBN: 978-1-60980-654-5

Postcards from the End of America
L inh dinh

John Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath, the twenty-first  century version.

Roaming the country by bus and train, on a five-dollar a day budget and without 
any institutional support, Linh Dinh set out to document, in words and pictures, 
what life is like for people. From Los Angeles, Cheyenne, Portland, and New Or-
leans, to Jackson and Wolf Point —Linh walked miles and miles through unfamiliar 
neighborhoods, talking to whoever would talk to him: the homeless living in tent 
cities, the peddlers, the protestors, the public preachers, the prostitutes. With the 
uncompromising eye of a Walker Evans or a Dorothea Lange, and the indomitable, 
forthright prose of a modern day Nelson Algren or James Agee, Dinh documents 
the appalling and the absurd with warmth and honesty, giving voice to America’s 
often forgotten citizens and championing the awesome strength it takes to survive 
for those on the bottom.

A recipient of a Pew Foundation grant, 
a David T. Wong Fellowship, a Lannan 
Residency and, most recently, the Asian 
American Literary Award, LINH DINH 
was born in Saigon in 1963 and emigrat-
ed to the United States in 1975. An ac-
claimed and provocative writer of short 
stories and contemporary fables, he is 

also the author of several books of poems and a novel, Love Like Hate. Linh 
has edited the anthologies Night, Again: Contemporary Fiction from Vietnam and 
Three Vietnamese Poets. His collection of stories, Blood and Soap was chosen by 
the Village Voice as one of the Best Books of 2004. Linh’s nonfiction essays have 
been published regularly at Unz Review, LewRockwell, Intrepid Report and Coun-
terCurrents, and his blog, Postcards from the End of America (linhdinhpho-
tos.blogspot.com), is followed by thousands of readers. He has also published 

widely in Vietnamese.
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Linh Dinh’s Postcards from the End of America is a collection of some 
of the most brilliant observations penned on the terminal decline of 
the American empire. He gives a voice to those rendered invisible by 
a bankrupt corporate press. He has an unflinching honesty, refusing 
to romanticize the poor while also writing with great empathy about 

their lives. He lays bare the predatory evil of corporate capitalism, the 
death of liberty engendered by our security and surveillance state and 

the human cost of our system of inverted totalitarianism. He would 
make George Orwell or Joseph Roth proud. There are few writers in 

America I admire more.  
—Chris Hedges, author of Wages of Rebellion: The Moral Imperative  

of Revolt

“If this nation’s ego is represented by the politicians, then its 
collective unconscious is riding in the seat next to Linh Dinh’s on the 
Greyhound bus, or slumping on the neighboring stool in the dive bar.  

—Matthew Sharpe, author of Jamestown and The Sleeping Father

• Author events in Philadelphia and NYC.
• Foreign Rights: World Rights.
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january 24, 2017
paperback • $17.95
5.75" x 8.75" • 320 pages
978-1-60980-722-1
E-ISBN: 978-1-60980-597-5

Listen, Yankee! 
Why Cuba Matters
Tom H ay den
based on conversat ions w ith R ic a r do A l a rcón

Based on unprecedented access to both Cuban and American officials, a 
book that offers fresh insight into one of history’s most enigmatic re-
lationships between nation states—from one of America’s best-known 
voices of political and social activism.

Based on unprecedented access to both Cuban and American officials, a book that of-
fers fresh insight into one of history’s most enigmatic relationships between nation-
states—from one of America’s best-known voices of political and social activism.

Listen, Yankee! offers an account of Cuban politics from Tom Hayden’s unique 
position as an observer of Cuba and as a US revolutionary student leader whose 
efforts to mobilize political change in the US mirrored the radical transformation 
simultaneously going on in Cuba.

Chapters are devoted to the writings of Che Guevara, Régis Debray, and C. Wright 
Mills; the Cuban missile crisis; the Weather Underground; the assassination of JFK; 
the strong historical links between Cuba and Africa; the Carter era; the Clinton era; 
the Cuban Five; Elián González; and the December 17, 2014 declaration of normaliza-
tion by presidents Obama and Castro.

Hayden puts the present moment into historical context, and shows how we’re 
finally finding common ground to the advantage of Cubans and Americans alike. 

Primary author of the famous Port Hu-
ron Statement, TOM HAYDEN was a 
leader in the student, antiwar, and civil 
rights protests throughout the 1960s. 
He took up the environmental cause in 
the 1970s, leading campaigns to shut 
down nuclear power plants and serving 
as California’s first solar energy official. 
He was elected to the California legisla-
ture in 1982, serving for eighteen years. 

Tom taught at universities across the coun-
try—from Harvard’s Inst of Pol to the UCLA 
lab Center, and was director of the Peace and 
Justice Resource Center. He died in October 
2016. RICARDO ALARCÓN DE QUESADA 
is a Cuban statesman and revolutionary. A 
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“This book is much more than an account of the politics of the current 
thaw: it is a memoir and a meditation, a thoughtful reflection on the 

inter-American struggles of activists, intellectuals and politicians for 
a more just world.” 

—Greg Grandin, author of The Empire of Necessity: Slavery, Freedom, 
and Deception in the New World

“At a moment when all eyes are on Cuba, Tom Hayden has written a 
must-read book, Listen, Yankee!, on the paired revolutionary histories 
of Cuba and the US. . . . A vital book for understanding this watershed 

moment in our countries’ shared history.” 
—Katrina vanden Heuvel, editor, The Nation

• Foreign Rights: World Rights. Rights sold in Turkey.

member of the 26th of July movement who joined the Cuban Revolution as a stu-
dent organizer, he later served as president of Cuba’s National Assembly and, for 
nearly thirty years, as Cuba’s permanent representative to the United Nations. 
From 1992 to 1993 he served as Cuba’s minister of foreign affairs. 
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Z, 50th Anniversary Edition
va ssil is va ssil ikos 
T r a nsl at ed b y M a r ily n C a lm a nn

The fiftieth anniversary edition of Vassilikos’s famous banned novel 
about a political assassination and its aftermath. The inspiration for 
the film of the same name, winner of the Jury Prize at the 1969 Cannes 
Film Festival.

A progressive parliamentary deputy is scheduled to appear at a political rally. Mean-
while, local political bosses plot his assassination. Thugs are recruited to disrupt the 
rally. Rumors begin to spread. But the forces already set in motion are irresistible. 
Z is the story of a crime, a time, a place, and people transformed by events. 

Z was published in Greece in 1966, and banned there one year later. It is based 
on an actual political assassination in 1963 in Salonika. The victim was Gregory 
Lambrakis, a socialist legislator and outspoken critic of the government. But Lam-
brakis’s killers could not have anticipated the public response. His funeral became 
a political event; by the time the cortege reached Athens, four hundred thousand 
people were following the coffin in silence. In the nation’s capital, the letter Z sud-
denly appeared on walls, sidewalks, posters  —everywhere. 

Z stands for the Greek verb zei, “he lives.” 

Born in 1933 in Kavalla in Northern Greece, VAS-
SILIS VASSILIKOS grew up mostly in Salonika. 
After the military coup in 1967, he spent seven 
years in exile, returning to Greece in 1974. Author 
of some 120 books, translated into more than 
twenty foreign languages, Vassilikos is Greece’s 
formost living novelist. His novel Z was adapted 
for film by Costa Gavras, winning the Jury Prize 
at the Cannes Film Festival in 1969.

January 31, 2017
paperback • $16.95
5" x 8" • 416 pages
978-1-60980-712-2
E-ISBN: 978-1-60980-713-9
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• Foreign Rights: World English Rights. 

“Shattering validity, exciting reading . . . Vassilikos’s gifts  
are dazzling.”  

— New York Times Book Review 

“An admirable book and a rich one that achieves its aim: to throw 
light on a historical moment of great significance.”   

—Marguerite Duras 
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History’s first “public policy self-help guide.” 

How did we get here, America? How did our relationship get so broken? And where do 
we go now? Starting with the premise that Americans’ most important relationship 
is with their nation, Joel Berg’s second book, America We Need to Talk: A Self-Help 
Book for the Nation, makes a case for how we must both stop blaming the nation’s 
problems solely on “the politicians” or “the system” and take personal responsibil-
ity to solve them. Written as both a hilarious parody of relationship and self-help 
books and a deadly serious analysis of the nation’s political and economic dysfunc-
tion, the book dissects how Donald Trump and other Republicans won over white, 
working-class voters, and includes a concrete plan to win them back, and well as a 
broader roadmap for reducing poverty, bolstering the middle class, and powering 
an overall progressive resurgence. 

As an acclaimed author, a frequent voice in the national media, and the outspoken 
CEO of the nonprofit group Hunger Free America, Joel Berg is a respected inter-
national leader in the fields of hunger, poverty, food, and US politics. Through his 
biting critique, clear-headed prescriptions, and amusing charts—this book shows 
how average Joes and Janes can channel their anger at our hobbled government 
into concrete actions that will fix our democracy, make our economy work for 

everyone, and restore our stature in the world as a 
beacon of freedom, diversity, and hope. The Ameri-
can people are in it for the long haul, and, as in all 
relationships, both sides must recognize their issues 
and work together to fix them. This book will do more 
than offer comfort for sobbing progressives—it will 
show the path to redemption.

JOEL BERG is the author of All You Can Eat: How 
Hungry Is America? (Seven Stories Press, 2008), 

the definitive book for decades on Ameri-
can hunger. An internationally recognized 
leader and media spokesman in the fields 
of hunger, poverty, food systems, and US 
politics, Joel currently leads Hunger Free 
America, formerly known as the New York 
City Coalition Against Hunger. Joining the 

America, We Need to Talk
A Self-Help Book for the Nation
Joel Berg

February 7, 2017
trade paperback • $34.95
6" x 9" • 640 pages
978-1-60980-729-0
E-ISBN: 978-1-60980-730-6
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organization in 2001, Joel has built the nonprofit into a respected national 
champion for Americans struggling to obtain nutritious food and escape pov-
erty. Greg Kaufman wrote for the Nation that, under Joel’s leadership, the 
organization has grown “into one of the leading direct service and advocacy 
organizations on hunger and poverty in the nation.” Prior to his work Hun-
ger Free America, Joel served for eight years in the Clinton administration in 
senior executive service positions at USDA. He is the past winner of the US 
Secretary of Agriculture’s Honor Award for Superior Service (one of the depart-
ment’s highest honors) and the Congressional Hunger Center’s Mickey Leland 
National Hunger Fighter Award. A native of Rockland County NY, and a gradu-
ate of Columbia University, Joel now resides in Brooklyn.

“It is both important and entertaining. We need both—I’ve  
never seen the political world so sad, so foolish. So dangerous.  

This book will certainly help.“  
—Toni Morrison

• Extensive author tour. Author available for interview.
• Foreign Rights: World Rights. 
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The Trial of Patrolman Thomas Shea
The True Account of the Killing of Clifford Glover
Thom a s H auser

The true story behind Audre Lorde’s 1975 poem “Power”—a masterly, 
gripping and true account of the tragedy of the early-morning shooting 
of a child and the trial of a policeman for murder that followed. Was it 
a case of mistaken identity or race hatred—or both? 

It happened on the morning of Saturday, April 28, 1973, in Queens, New York, at 
around 5:00 a.m. In the pre-dawn dark, ten-year-old Clifford Glover was walk-
ing with his stepfather, Add Armstead, toward the auto salvage yard where 
Armstead worked, as they did most Saturdays. Patrolman Thomas Shea and 
his partner, Walter Scott, drove by in an unmarked car. The cops were on the 
lookout for a pair of armed robbers dressed similarly to Clifford Glover and Add 
Armstead, and stopped to give chase. The child and his stepfather, who was car-
rying his wages from the day before, ran, afraid they were going to be robbed. 
Shots were fired. Armstead flagged down a passing patrol car, not realizing that 
Clifford was lying on the ground, mortally wounded, the gun that killed him 
still in the hand of Patrolman Shea, who would become the first New York City 
cop in fifty years to be charged with committing murder while on duty.

THOMAS HAUSER is a New York City author. A grad-
uate of Columbia College and Columbia Law School, 
he clerked for a United States district judge before be-
ginning a five-year stint as a litigator on Wall Street 
in 1971. In 1977, he began to write, and since then he 
has penned forty-five books on everything from pro-
fessional boxing to Beeethoven. His first book, Miss-
ing (1982), was nominated for the Pulitzer Prize, Ban-
croft Prize, and National Book Award, and inspired 

the Academy Award–winning film of the same name starring Sissy Spacek and 
Jack Lemmon. He is arguably best known for his biography of Muhammad Ali, 
Muhammad Ali: Life and Times (1992), which is considered by many to be the de-

finitive book on the subject. He has writ-
ten for the New York Times, the New Yorker, 
New York magazine, and many other publi-
cations. His most recent book is The Baker’s 
Tale: Ruby Spriggs and the Legacy of Charles 
Dickens, published in 2015. 

February 14, 2017
paperback • $17.95
5.5" x 8.25" • 284 pages
978-1-60980-731-3
E-ISBN: 978-1-60980-732-0
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• Foreign Rights: World Rights. 
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Octavia E. Butler
A writer who darkly imagined the future we have destined for ourselves 
in book after book, and also one who has shown us the way toward 
improving on that dismal fate, OCTAVIA E. BUTLER (1947–2006) is 
recognized as among the bravest and smartest of contemporary fiction 
writers. A 1995 MacArthur Award winner, Butler transcended the 
science fiction category even as she was awarded that community’s 
top prizes, the Nebula and Hugo Awards. She reached readers of all 
ages, all races, and all religious and sexual persuasions. For years 
the only African-American woman writing science fiction, Butler has 
encouraged many others to follow in her path.

Butler had intended to follow Parable of the Talents with a third novel, 
Parable of the Trickster, to complete the trilogy. But by the time of her 
death this novel had been abandoned and she had instead written and 
published her first vampire novel, Fledgling.
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February 21, 2017
Boxed Set • $50.00
5.5" x 8.25" • 752 pages
978-1-60980-721-4

Parable of the Sower & Parable of the 
Talents: Boxed Set
A special boxed set featuring a never-before-seen portrait of the author, this will 
make a great gift for Octavia Butler fans.

Praise for Parables series:

“Gripping . . . poignant . . . succeeds on multiple levels.” 
 —New York Times Book Review

“Literate . . . thoughtful. And a real gut-wrencher.”  
—Washington Post Book World

“A powerful story of hope and faith in the midst of urban violence and 
decay . . . Excellent science fiction and a parable of modern society.”  

—Denver Post

“A prophetic odyssey.”  
—Essence
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Parable of the Sower is the Butlerian odyssey of one woman who is twice as feeling 
in a world that has become doubly dehumanized. The time is 2025. The place is 
California, where small walled communities must protect themselves from hordes 
of desperate scavengers and roaming bands of people addicted to a drug that acti-
vates an orgasmic desire to burn, rape, and murder. When one small community 
is overrun, fifteen-year-old Lauren Olamina—with the hereditary trait of “hyper-
empathy,” which causes her to feel others’ pain as her own—sets off on foot along 
the dangerous coastal highways, moving north into the unknown.

February 21, 2017
hardcover • $24.00
5.5" x 8.25" • 336 pages
978-1-60980-719-1

Parable of the Sower
A Novel
ne w i nt roduc t ion b y  Gl or i a Steinem
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Parable of the Talents
A Novel
ne w i nt roduc t ion b y toshi r e agon

Parable of the Talents celebrates the classic Butlerian themes of alienation and 
transcendence, violence and spirituality, slavery and freedom, separation and com-
munity, to astonishing effect, in the shockingly familiar, broken world of 2032. Com-
ing five years after its companion novel, the Nebula Award finalist and bestselling 
Parable of the Sower, the Nebula Award –winning Parable of the Talents recounts 
the continuation of the travails of Lauren Olamina. Parable of the Talents is told 
in the voice of Lauren’s daughter, Larkin—from whom she has been separated 
for most of the girl’s life—with sections in the form of Lauren’s journal. Against 
the background of a war-torn continent, with a far-right religious crusader in the 
office of the U.S. presidency, this is a book about a society whose very fabric has 
been torn asunder, and where fulfilling people’s most basic physical and emotional 
needs presents a most dangerous and nearly impossible challenge.

february 21, 2017
hardcover • $26.00
5.5" x 8.25" • 416 pages
978-1-60980-720-7

• Foreign Rights: North American Rights.
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World Report 2017
Events of 2016
Hum a n r ights watch 

The best country-by-country annual assessment of human rights, beau-
tifully written and assembled by the Human Rights Watch team. 

The human rights records of more than ninety countries and territories are put into 
perspective in Human Rights Watch’s signature yearly report. Reflecting extensive 
investigative work undertaken in 2016 by Human Rights Watch staff, in close 
partnership with domestic human rights activists, the annual World Report is an 
invaluable resource for journalists, diplomats, and citizens, and is a must-read for 
anyone interested in the fight to protect human rights in every corner of the globe. 

HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH is one of the world’s leading independent organi-
zations dedicated to defending and protecting human rights, and operates in 
more than eighty countries. Its annual World Report is the most probing review 
of human rights developments available anywhere. KENNETH ROTH is the ex-
ecutive director of Human Rights Watch. He has conducted numerous human 
rights investigations and missions around the world. 

February 28, 2017
paperback • $34.00
6" x 9" • 704 pages
978-1-60980-734-4
E-ISBN: 978-1-60980-735-1
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“A wonderful report. An attempt to bring rationality  
where emotion tends to dominate.”  

—Simon Jenkins, former editor of The Times (London) 

“The reports of the New York-based Human Rights Watch (HRW)  
have become extremely important. . . . Cogent and eminently 

practical, these reports have gone far beyond an account of human 
rights abuses in the country.”  

—Ahmed Rashid, New York Review of Books 

• Human Rights Watch staff available for interview.
• Foreign Rights: World Rights. Rights sold in the UK.
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A tie-in edition of the #1 Netflix documentary, and also Noam Chom-
sky’s first book on the subject of income inequality

Noam Chomsky is widely regarded as the most influential thinker of our time, but 
never before has he devoted a major book to one topic, income inequality: 

“During the Great Depression, things were much worse than they are today, but 
there was an expectation that things were going to get better. There was a real sense 
of hopefulness. There isn’t today. . . . Inequality is really unprecedented. In terms 
of total inequality, it’s like the worst periods in American history. But if you refine 
it more closely, the inequality comes from the extreme wealth in a tiny sector of 
the population, a fraction of 1 percent. . . . Not only is it extremely unjust in itself, 
inequality has highly negative consequences on the society as a whole because 
the very fact of inequality has a corrosive, harmful effect on democracy.” —Noam 
Chomsky, in Requiem for the American Dream 

Requiem for the American Dream is an entire work based on four years of inter-
views with Chomsky by the editors. It is a book that makes Chomsky’s breadth and 
depth accessible, and at the same gives us his most powerful political ideas with 
unprecedented, breathtaking directness. It will go down as one of his greatest and 

most lasting contributions. 

NOAM CHOMSKY was born in Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, on December 7, 1928. He studied 
linguistics, mathematics, and philosophy at the 
University of Pennsylvania. In 1955 he received his 
PhD from the University of Pennsylvania. Chom-
sky has taught at Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology for the past 50 years, where he is currently 
Institute Professor (Emeritus) in the Department 
of Linguistics and Philosophy. His work is widely 

credited with having revolutionized the 
field of modern linguistics. Chomsky is 
the author of numerous best-selling politi-
cal works, which have been translated into 
scores of languages worldwide. Among his 
most recent books are Hegemony or Survival, 

March 7, 2017
Paperback • $18.95
7.5" x 9" • 160 pages
978-1-60980-736-8
E-ISBN: 978-1-60980-737-5

Requiem for the American Dream
The 10 Principles of Concentration of Wealth & Power
Noa m chomsk y,  Edited by Peter 
hutchinson, K elly N y k s,  & Ja r ed P. 
Scot t
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• Events in Boston and NYC.
• Author Available for select interview.
• Foreign Rights: Rights sold in 10 countries.

Failed States, Hopes and Prospects, and Masters of Mankind. Haymarket Books re-
cently released twelve of his classic works in new editions. His latest books are 
What Kind of Creatures Are We? and Who Rules the World? PETER HUTCHISON 
is an NYC-based filmmaker, educator and activist. His numerous documenta-
ries include What Would Jesus Buy? with producing partner Morgan Spurlock; 
the award winning SPLIT: A Divided America, and follow-up SPLIT: A Deeper Di-
vide; and Awake Zion, the closing night event at the Jerusalem International 
Film Festival. KELLY NYKS is an award-winning writer/director of documen-
tary films and has worked across Europe, Asia, and America. His titles include 
Age of Consequences, Disobedience, Disruption, Do the Math, Split: A Deeper Divide, 
and Split: A Divided America. An award-winning writer, director, and producer, 
JARED P. SCOTT ’s films include Disruption, Do the Math, Split: A Deeper Divide, 
The Artificial Leaf, and Money is Material, which have aired domestically on IFC, 
PBS, The Documentary Channel, Pivot, and Al-Jazeera America.
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A historical novel about Kaiser Wilhelm’s closest circle of friends—all of 
them gay—at the dawn of the 20th century by the author of Stonewall. 

A breathtaking historical novel that recreates the intimate milieu around Germany’s 
Kaiser Wilhelm from 1907 through the 1930s, a period of great human suffering and 
destruction and also of enormous freedom and creativity, a time when the remnants 
and artifices of the old world still mattered, while art and the social sciences were 
pirouetting with successive revolutions in thought and style. 

Set in a time when many men in the upper classes in Europe were gay but could 
not be so publicly, Jews Queers Germans revolves around three men: Prince Philipp 
von Eulenburg, Kaiser Wilhelm II’s closest friend, who becomes the subject of a 
notorious 1907 trial for homosexuality; Magnus Hirschfeld, a famed, Jewish sexolo-
gist who gives testimony at the trial; and Count Harry Kessler, a leading proponent 
of modernism and the keeper of a famous set of diaries which lay out in intimate 
detail the major social, artistic and political events of the day and allude as well to 
his own homosexuality. The central theme here is the gay life of a very upper-crust 
intellectual milieu that had a real impact on the major political upheavals that would 
shape the modern world forever after. 

Distinguished Professor of History Emeritus, CUNY, 
and author of some two dozen books, including Paul 
Robeson; Cures; Black Mountain; the novel Haymarket; 
Howard Zinn; Stonewall; and Hold Tight Gently, MAR-
TIN DUBERMAN is the recipient of numerous awards, 
including the Bancroft Prize, the Vernon Rice Drama 
Desk Award (for his play In White America), three 
Lambda Literary Awards, a Special Award from The Na-

tional Academy of Arts and Letters for his “contributions to literature,” the 
2007 Lifetime Achievement Award from the American Historical Association, 
and the Whitehead Lifetime Achievement Award in Non-Fiction. He has also 

been a Finalist for both the National Book 
Award (for James Russell Lowell) and the 
Pulitzer Prize (for The Worlds of Lincoln 
Kirstein). In 2012 Amherst College awarded 
him an honorary degree, Doctor of Hu-
mane Letters. 

Jews Queers Germans
A Novel/History
M a rt in duber m a n

march 7, 2017
paperback • $19.95
6" x 9" • 384 pages
978-1-60980-738-2
E-ISBN: 978-1-60980-739-9
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• Events in NYC. Author available for interviews.
• Foreign Rights: World Rights.

Praise for author’s historical novel Haymarket: 

“[A] deeply moving tale that works as both love story and political 
statement.”  
—Booklist 

“Duberman skillfully intertwines the known historical record of this 
event that brought so much negative attention to Chicago. . . . [He] 

has given Haymarket a more human countenance.”  
—Robert Walch 

“Easy to read and bursting with history.”  
—The Seattle Times 

“Captivating in its characters and compelling in its historical 
accuracy.”  

—Boston Review
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The America Syndrome
Apocalypse, War and Our Call to Greatness
Betsy H a rtm a nn

A study of apocalyptic thinking in America, from religious prophecies 
to the environmental movement to the war on terror, which argues elo-
quently against despair and millenarianism. 

In this thought-provoking big idea book, Betsy Hartmann sheds light on a perva-
sive but—until now—invisible theme shaping the American mindset: apocalyptic 
thinking, or the belief that the end of the world is nigh. Tracing our nation’s fixation 
with doomsday from the Puritans up to the present, Hartmann makes a compelling 
case that apocalyptic fears are deeply intertwined with the American ethos, to our 
detriment. Hartmann shows how apocalyptic thinking has historically contributed 
to some of our nation’s biggest problems, such as inequality, permanent war, and 
the exploitation of natural resources. While it is tempting to view these problems 
as harbingers of the end times, this mindset constricts the collective imagination 
and precludes social change. The truth is that we have much more control over 
the future of our planet than we think, and the real danger is not the impending 
apocalypse but our own fatalistic thinking. In The America Syndrome, Hartmann 

seeks to reclaim human agency and, in so doing, revise 
the national narrative. By changing the way we think, 
we just might change the world. 

BETSY HARTMANN is Professor Emerita of develop-
ment studies and senior policy analyst of the Popula-
tion and Development Program at Hampshire College 
in Amherst, Massachusetts. Her research, writing, 
teaching, and lecturing focus on the intersections be-

tween population, migration, environment, and security issues, and she is widely 
published in popular, policy, and scholarly venues. She is the author of Reproductive 
Rights and Wrongs: The Global Politics of Population Control and two political thrillers 
about the Far Right, The Truth about Fire and Deadly Election. She is the co-author 
of A Quiet Violence: View from a Bangladesh Village and co-editor of the anthology 

Making Threats: Biofears and Environmental 
Anxieties. In spring 2015 Hartmann was a 
Fulbright-Nehru Distinguished Chair in In-
dia where she lectured and did research on 
Indian and international population policy. 
A long-standing activist in the international 

march 21, 2017
paperback • $24.95
5.5" x 8.25" • 256 pages
978-1-60980-740-5
E-ISBN: 978-1-60980-741-2 
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• Events in the Berkshires, Boston, NYC, Washington DC, Portland OR, and 
Seattle. 

• Foreign Rights: World Rights.

women’s health movement, she is known for her work to challenge and reform 
population policy and promote reproductive and environmental justice. She re-
ceived her BA magna cum laude in South Asian Studies from Yale University and 
her PhD in Development Studies from the London School of Economics. 
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Freddy Negrete
Legendary tattoo artist FREDDY NEGRETE is best known for his 
pioneering black-and-gray tattoo style. His “joint-style” designs 
eventually found their way out onto the streets of East LA and, in 
1980, he created a piece that earned him a Tattoo Artist of the Year 
Award. Freddy has been featured in the History Channel’s Marked 
series, in the documentary Tattoo Nation, on Spike TV’s Inkmaster as 
a guest judge, and in numerous print, online, and video publications. 
In 2007, he was awarded a Lifetime Achievement Award by the Body 
Art Expo, one of the biggest and most established tattoo conventions 
in the world. He frequently consults for the film industry when prison 
or tattoo art is used in film. Freddy lives in Hollywood and works 
at the Shamrock Social Club on the Sunset Strip. He has tattooed 
numerous celebrities, musicians, and sport personalities.
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The coolest coloring book out there, with images by the legendary pris-
on-style tattoo artist Freddy Negrete, named one of the top five living 
legends of tattoo artistry.

For everyone who loves coloring books, but finds the flowers-and-butterflies op-
tions too tame, here is the coloring book with street cred. With pages and pages of 
original tattoo designs by the legendary prison-style (i.e. black-and-gray) tattoo 
artist Freddy Negrete, The Tattoo Art of Freddy Negrete, combines the mind-calming 
activity of coloring with a badass attitude! 

April 18, 2017
paperback • $11.95
7" x 9" • 96 pages
978-1-60980-754-2

The Tattoo Art of Freddy Negrete
A Coloring Book for Adults

• Foreign Rights: World Rights.
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Temporary Tattoos by Freddy Negrete

The first book of rub on tattoos by one of the hottest tattoo artists out 
there. For kids and adults who want a legit, but temporary, tattoo look. 

Tattoos are ubiquitous in 2016: one in every five adults has one. If you’re not ready 
to commit for the longterm, but love the badass you become when wearing a tattoo, 
then Temporary Tattoos by Freddy Negrete is your ticket to cool. The first book-sized 
collection of designer tattoos, Temporary Tattoos by Freddy Negrete has original 
designs from legendary prison-style (i.e. black-and-gray) tattoo artist Freddy Ne-
grete, who created the temporary tattoo looks for Hollywood films such as Taylor 
Hackford’s Blood In, Blood Out, Con Air, and many others. 

April 18, 2017
paperback/Stickers • $9.95
5" x 7" • 32 pages
978-1-60980-755-9

• Foreign Rights: World Rights.
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Praise for Freddy Negrete:

“Freddy Negrete is a true pioneer in the tattoo world. In his thirty-
five years as a master tattoo artist, Freddy has probably worked with a 
more diverse client list than anyone else in the game. His work can be 

seen everywhere from the Los Angeles prison system to the Hollywood 
Red Carpet. . . . He is not a tattoo artist. He is an artist, who is a 

master tattooer as well.” 
—DAVE NAVARRO, guitarist (Jane’s Addiction) and host of Spike TV’s 

Inkmaster 

“I first met Freddy Negrete on the set of Taylor Hackford’s Blood In, 
Blood Out in the early 90s. . . . To this day, Freddy’s work never ceases 

to amaze me.” 
—DANNY TREJO, actor (Spy Kids, From Dusk Till Dawn) 

“By the time I met Freddy he’d probably been my idol for four years. 
Freddy’s just pure magic . . . something right every time.” 

—MARK MAHONEY, owner of the Shamrock Social

Recently published by Seven Stories Press:

Smile Now, Cry Later
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Winner of the Libris History Prize 2013. Shortlisted for the AKO Lit-
erature Prize

The Anglo-Boer War (1899–1902) is one of the most intriguing conflicts of modern 
history. It has been labeled many things: the first media war, a precursor of the 
First and Second World Wars, the originator of apartheid. The difference in status 
and resources between the superpower Great Britain and two insignificant Boer 
republics in southern Africa was enormous. But against all expectations, it took a 
huge sum of money and a campaign of systematic terror against the civilian popu-
lation for the British to win the war. 

In The Boer War, winner of the Netherlands’ 2013 Libris History Prize and 
shortlisted for the 2013 AKO Literature Prize, the author brings a completely 
new perspective to this chapter of South African history, critically examining the 
involvement of the Netherlands in the war. Furthermore, unlike other accounts, 
Martin Bossenbroek explores the war primarily through the experiences of three 
men uniquely active during the bloody conflict. They are Willem Leyds, the Dutch 
lawyer who was to become South African Republic state secretary and European 
envoy; Winston Churchill, then a British war reporter; and Deneys Reitz, a young 
Boer commando. The vivid and engaging experiences of these three men enable 

a more personal and nuanced story of the war to be told, 
and at the same time offer a fresh approach to a conflict 
that shaped the nation state of South Africa. 

MARTIN BOSSENBROEK is an associate professor 
and historian at the University of Utrecht in the Neth-
erlands. He graduated from the Free University of Am-
sterdam in 1980 and received his doctorate from the 
University of Leiden in 1992. He is the author of many 

scholarly articles, and The Boer War is his seventh published book. 
Translator YVETTE ROSENBERG was born in Johannesburg and educated 
at the universities of Cape Town and Natal. After immigrating to the Neth-

erlands, she was employed as a translator 
and editor at the Ministry of Foreign Af-
fairs in The Hague from 1983 to 2005. Since 
1995 she has also worked on numerous 
freelance translation projects, including 
for the Van Gogh Museum and the Rijks-

The Boer War
M a rt in Bossenbroek
t ra n s l ated b y  y v et te rosenberg

May 9, 2017
hardcover • $32.00
6.125" x 9.25" • 464 pages
978-1-60980-747-4
E-ISBN: 978-1-60980-748-1
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• Foreign Rights: World English Rights.

museum. She lives in Amsterdam and Cape Town. 

“Brossenbroek proves himself a skillful storyteller.”  
—De Volkskrant
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Eight enchanting stories about young Americans fighting for their 
lives at home in the era of the assassination of Osama bin Laden. 

Capturing the lyricism of lives without a future in southern Illinois, southern In-
diana, and New York City, Things to Do When You’re Goth in the Country introduces 
us to Chavisa Woods’s people. They are smart and poor, lost and hoping not to be 
found, with high hopes but few expectations—inhabitants, mostly young, of a 
hidden country without a name that exists within America. 

The eight stories in Things to Do When You’re Goth in the Country bring the un-
derbelly of America into vivid focus. The strange and unique characters in this 
collection include a “zombie” who secretly resides in a local cemetery; a queer teen 
goth who is facing ostracism from her small-town, evangelical church; a Brooklyn 
artist who learns more about the Israeli/Palestinian conflict than he ever wanted 
to; and the UFOs that trouble a group of friends in the rural Midwest. And then 
there is the woman who leaves New York City once a year to go home to see her 
“little little” and “big little” brothers and bear witness to the injuries from strip-
ping copper wire from abandoned houses, the smell of the meth lab in the woods 
nearby, the sounds of the police scanner radio, and the early deaths that happen 
for a whole host of reasons.

Brooklyn based writer CHAVISA WOODS is the au-
thor of The Albino Album (Seven Stories Press, 2013) 
and Love Does Not Make Me Gentle or Kind (Fly by Night 
Press, 2009). Woods was the recipient of the 2014 Co-
balt Prize for fiction and was a finalist in 2009 and 2014 
for the Lambda Literary Award for fiction. Woods has 
appeared as a featured author at such notable venues 
as the Whitney Museum of American Art, City Lights 

Bookstore, Town Hall Seattle, the Brecht Forum, the Cervantes Institute, and 
St. Mark’s Poetry Project. 

Things to Do When You’re Goth  
in the Country 
ch av is a woods

May 16, 2017
hardcover • $23.95
5.5" x 8.25" •  224 pages
978-1-60980-745-0
E-ISBN: 978-1-60980-746-7
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• Events in NYC, Seattle, Eugene, OR.
• Foreign Rights: World Rights.

Praise for The Albino Album:

“The Albino Album is . . . epic, it’s sprawling, it’s laugh-out-loud, 
utterly brilliant, infused with philosophy and characters that 
practically leap off the page, it’s sexy and off-kilter. It’s a new  

vision of America. Seriously. This book will grab you by the throat  
and not let up for 550 pages and when you’re finished you’ll wish  

you were back in its jaws.”  
—Lambda Literary
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Part memoir of sexual awakening, part meditation on the fluidity of 
sexuality and identity, this hybrid tale shows that human intimacy 
knows no labels. 

Both an intimate memoir and an intellectual musing on sex, gender, and relation-
ships, Apples & Oranges allows writer and academic Jan Clausen to use her own 
life story as a model for new ways of thinking through sexual categories. Born into 
a stifling family where neither sex talk nor the slightest profanity were tolerated, 
Clausen underwent an intellectual and sexual awakening, first at Reed College, 
and later on the streets of New York City, where she discovered her passions for 
both the life of the mind and for other women. Fast-forward a number of years, 
and, bored with a life that has become predictable, she moves to Nicaragua, where 
she discovers a newfound freedom—including the freedom to fall in love with a 
man. With unflinching clarity and a willingness to treat her own life as case study, 
Clausen asks to us to reconsider the inherited scripts and categories that have 
informed our notions of gender, sex, and intimacy. By discovering a space outside 
of any pre-conceived identity, she finds and offers us the freedom of true self-
determination, the power to explore our own inclinations and desires, unburdened 
by the expectations of the outer world, uncluttered by the baggage so many of us 

carry within. 

JAN CLAUSEN is the author of a dozen books in a 
range of genres, including Veiled Spill: A Sequence, from 
GenPop Books (2014). Other recent poetry collections 
are From a Glass House and If You Like Difficulty. Prose ti-
tles include the story collection Mother, Sister, Daughter, 
Lover and the novels Sinking, Stealing and The Prosperine 
Papers. Clausen’s poetry and creative prose are widely 

published in journals and anthologies; her book reviews and literary journal-
ism have appeared in Boston Review, Ms., The Nation, Poets & Writers, and The 
Women’s Review of Books. A resident of Brooklyn since the 1970s, she maintains 

close ties to the Pacific Northwest, where 
she was born and raised. The recipient of 
writing fellowships from the National En-
dowment for the Arts and the New York 
Foundation for the Arts, she taught for 
many years in the undergraduate creative 

Apples & Oranges
My Journey through Sexual Identity
ja n cl ausen

May 16, 2017
hardcover • $17.95
5.5" x 8.25" •  256 pages
978-1-60980-749-8
E-ISBN: 978-1-60980-750-4
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• Author available for interview.
• Foreign Rights: World Rights.

“Apples & Oranges is a brilliant—and stirring—book. Jan Clausen has 
courageously used her own life as a way of illuminating the crucial 

issue of ‘identity’ currently embroiling the culture. With remarkable 
subtlety and painfully taut candor, she has managed to combine 

two genres, memoir and social criticism, into a complex, powerful 
exploration of how we decide internally to self-label and publicly 
announce ourselves. This is a work that will be looked back on as 

seminal, as a true trailblazer.” 
—Martin Duberman, author of Haymarket, In White America, and 

Stonewall 

writing program at Eugene Lang College, the New School. Currently she teach-
es in the Goddard College MFA in Writing Program and at New York University. 
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The Body Where I Was Born
GUA DA LUPE NET TEL
Translated f rom the Spanish by  
J.  T.  L ICHTENSTEIN

By a much talked-about young writer from Mexico—whose accolades 
include the Herralde Prize, the Ribera del Duero Prize, and inclusion in 
the Bogotá 39—the novel of an unconventional childhood in the seven-
ties, split between Mexico and Europe. 

From a psychoanalyst’s couch, the narrator looks back on her bizarre childhood–in 
which she was born with a birth defect into a family intent on fixing it—having 
somehow survived the emotional havoc she went through. And survive she did, but 
not unscathed. This intimate narrative echoes the voice of the narrator’s younger 
self: a sharp, sensitive girl who is keen to life’s gifts and hardships. 

With bare language and smart humor, both delicate and unafraid, the narrator 
strings together a strand of touching moments to create a portrait of an uncon-
ventional childhood that crushed her and scarred her, but ultimately mended her 
and made her whole. 

In June 2013, Granta featured GUADALUPE NETTEL in their “Best Untrans-
lated Writers” series. In 2013, she won the Ribera del Duero Short Fiction Award 
for Natural Histories, which became her U.S. debut in 2014 when Seven Sto-

ries published it in the English translation 
by J.T. Lichtenstein. The Body Where I was 
Born is her second book published in Eng-
lish. Her work has received international 
critical acclaim and awards, and has been 
translated into French, Portuguese, Ger-
man, Italian, Dutch, Czech, Slovak, and 
Swedish. 

May 23, 2017
Paperback • $16.95
5.5" x 8.25" • 176 pages
978-1-60980-751-1
E-ISBN: 978-1-60980-527-2
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“With straightforward, honest prose, Nettel paints a vivid portrait  
of a girl always just on the edge of community and illustrates the  
beauty and strength of a mind shaped by hardship. She perfectly 

 captures the awkwardness and insecurities of growing up and the 
small, strange moments that change us forever.” 

—Publishers Weekly

“One of the fascinating qualities of this book is the unsparing 
testimony, somewhere between religious confession and secular 

disclosure, that gives a sharp sense of a woman’s harrowing girlhood. 
Nettel’s candid, unaffected prose hews closely to the strictures of the 

therapy session. . . . Nettel’s strategy yields rich rewards.”  
—Amy Rowland, New York Times Book Review

“Here is an utterly compelling memoir about a specific body, which 
simultaneous conjures the fragility of that body, as well as the ever-
shifting body of memory itself. Nettel has brilliantly found a form to 

contain the multitudes of what one body can hold.”  
—Nick Flynn

• Foreign Rights: World English Rights. Rights sold in Australia and New 
Zealand. 
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An essential collection of groundbreaking film writing from the legend-
ary Evergreen Review and its cutting-edge coverage of the underground, 
experimental, pornographic, and political mid-century film scene. 

In this collection of film writing from Evergreen Review, the legendary publication’s 
important contributions to film culture are available in a single volume. Featuring 
leading writers such as Nat Hentoff, Norman Mailer, Parker Tyler, and Amos Vo-
gel, the book presents the films of Jean-Luc Godard, Pier Paolo Pasolini, Ousmane 
Sembene, Andy Warhol, and others, and offers incisive essays and interviews from 
the late 1950s to early 1970s. Articles explore politics, revolution, and the cinema; 
underground and experimental film, pornography, and censorship; and the rise 
of independent film against the dominance of Hollywood. A new introductory 
essay by Ed Halter reveals the important role Evergreen Review and its publisher, 
Grove Press, played in advancing cinema during this period through innovations 
in production, distribution, and exhibition. 

ED HALTER is a critic and curator living in New 
York City. He is a founder and director of Light 
Industry, a venue for film and electronic art in 
Brooklyn, New York, and his writing has appeared 
in Artforum, The Believer, Bookforum, Cinema Scope, 
frieze, Little Joe, Mousse, Rhizome, Triple Canopy, 
the Village Voice and elsewhere. He is a 2009 recipi-
ent of the Creative Capital | Warhol Foundation 
Arts Writers Grant, and his book From Sun Tzu to 

Xbox: War and Video Games was published in 2006. From 1995 to 2005, he pro-
grammed and oversaw the New York Underground Film Festival, and he has 
curated screenings and exhibitions at Artists Space, BAM, the Flaherty Film 

Seminar, the ICA, London, the Museum 
of Modern Art, the New Museum, PAR-
TICIPANT INC., and Tate Modern, as well 
as the cinema for Greater New York 2010 
at MoMA PS1 and the film and video pro-
gram for the 2012 Whitney Biennial. He 

From the Third Eye
The Evergreen Review Film Reader
Ed H a lter and B a r ney Rosset
With B&W photos and i l lustrat ions

june 6, 2017
paperback • $29.95
6.75" x 9.25" • 586 pages
978-1-60980-615-6
E-ISBN: 978-1-60980-616-3
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teaches in the Film and Electronic Arts de-
partment at Bard College, and is currently 
writing a critical history of contemporary 
experimental cinema in America. 

BARNEY ROSSET (1922–2012) was 
the owner of the publishing house Grove 
Press, and publisher and editor in chief 
of the Evergreen Review. He led numerous 
successful legal battles against censorship 
in landmark rulings for free speech and 
the First Amendment. 

• Events in NYC, Los Angeles and Austin.
• Ed Halter is available for interview.
• Foreign Rights: World Rights. Rights sold in Italy.
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In essays like “How to Fake Faking,” and the title essay, “The Other Left Side: the 
Phenomenon of Left and Right in Evolution,” the evolutionary biologist and animal 
ecologist Tijs Goldschmidt shatters our expectations of what a scientific essay is 
and then rebuilds it in intensely personal, artful and wry ways. Goldschmidt has 
won the top awards in Holland and is well known internationally within the field of 
science writing. Now for the first time available in English, his essays crackle with 
insight and joy at the discoveries to be made in the world in which we live—whether 
comparing the courtship rituals of men on the dance floor to the springtime court-
ship rituals of Eurasian wading birds, or visiting Hitler’s watercolors in the vault 
of the US Army Center of Military History in Washington, D.C., or noting how 
clumsy swifts are when brooding on land, or writing fascinatingly about left- and 
right-handedness.

In the tradition of Stephen Jay Gould and Lewis Thomas, here is a gorgeous 
book of essays steeped in current evolutionary thought, one that invites readers 
to delight in our evolutionary present. This is a book for any reader, which turns 
the subject of contemporary evolutionary biology into something to be savored 
and enjoyed by all.

Trained in animal ecology and evolutionary biology, 
TIJS GOLDSCHMIDT abandoned his academic career 
at Leiden University in 1993 to dedicate himself fully 
to writing. Darwin’s Dreampond: Drama in Lake Victoria 
(1996, The MIT Press), his first book published in Eng-
lish, was an account of a five-year stay in Tanzania in 
the 1980s, during which he studied the now-famous 
cichlid fishes of Lake Victoria. The book was subse-

quently translated into numerous languages and received several awards in the 
Netherlands and abroad. In 2000, Goldschmidt was awarded the most presti-
gious Dutch prize for essay writing, the Jan Hanlo Essay Prize, for his book 
Oversprongen (Crossovers). He has since written a number of other books and 
given many lectures, including the Stephen Jay Gould Lecture in 2003, on the 

phenomenon of left and right in evolution, 
and the Huizinga Lecture in 2007, on “How 
to Fake Faking,” about the role of play in 
culture. Goldschmidt lives in Amsterdam.

The Other Left Side
T i js Goldschmidt
t ra n s l ated b y  sher ry m acdona ld

june 6, 2017
paperback • $26.95
5.5" x 8.25" • 272 pages
978-1-60980-666-8
E-ISBN: 978-1-60980-667-5
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• Foreign Rights: World English Rights

Essay List

• The Courtship Arena
• Dances with Gulls
• Displacement Activities
• Koko and Kafka
• Balancing on the Ledge: Images between Art and Science
• Vocal Grooming
• Papuans in One’s Own Garden
• “Nose-Hands” and Mythical Creatures
• The Other Left Side: Left and Right in Evolution
• Buffalo Democracy
• The Aye-Aye
• On the Poetic Origin of Species
• The Angel’s Balls
• Sitting on Air
• Navels in the Spotlight
• Hitler’s Drawer
• Fake Museum Guards and Behavioral Relics
• Gentlemen of the Forest
• Stronger than the Trouser Tree
• The Envelope
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The Dead Eye and the Deep Blue Sea
The World of Slavery at Sea
Prum Va nna k
as told to Ben and Jocely n Peder ick

The graphic memoir of a Cambodian man held hostage for years on a fish-
ing vessel, The Dead Eye and the Deep Blue Sea is the true and overlooked 
story of human trafficking.

Too poor to pay his pregnant wife’s hospital bill, Prum Vannak left his Cambodian 
village to seek work in Thailand. Men who appeared to be employers on a fishing 
vessel promised to return him home after a few months at sea, but instead Van-
nak was held hostage on the vessel for four years of hard labor. Amid violence and 
cruelty, including frequent beheadings, Vannak survived in large part by honing 
his ability to tattoo his shipmates—a skill he possessed despite never having been 
trained in art or having access to art supplies while growing up. 

To escape, Vannak and a friend jumped into the water and, hugging empty fish-
sauce containers. At the harbor, they were taken into a police station . . . then sold by 
their rescuers to work on a plantation. Vannak was kept as a laborer for more than 
a year before an NGO could secure his return to Cambodia. After five years away, 
Vannak was finally reunited with his family. 

Vannak documented his ordeal in raw, colorful, detailed illustrations, first cre-
ated because he believed that without them no one would believe his story. Indeed, 
very little is known about what happens to the men and boys who end up working 
on fishing boats in Asia, and these images are some of the first records. In regional 
Cambodia, many families still wait for men who have disappeared across the Thai 
border and out to sea. The Dead Eye and the Deep Blue Sea is a testament to the lives 

of these many fishermen trapped on boats in the Indian 
Ocean.

VANNAK ANAN PRUM is a Cambodian survivor of hu-
man trafficking. While looking for work on the Thai bor-
der, he was detained as a slave on a fishing boat for four 
years until he escaped by literally jumping ship. His res-

cuers on the Malaysian coast sold him to 
a plantation, where he labored for another 
year before an NGO helped him return to 
his family. Upon his return, he drew pic-
tures of what he remembered in order to 
prove and explain his whereabouts during 

june 13, 2017
hardcover • $24.95
9.5" x 7" • 176 pages
978-1-60980-602-6
E-ISBN: 978-1-60980-603-3
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• Film Rights Sold.
• Foreign Rights: World Rights.

his hellish years as a modern-day slave. Though he never had any formal educa-
tion or training in art, Vannak had long loved drawing—first in the dirt, then 
on wooden boards with dried clay, until one day in his youth when a Vietnam-
ese soldier gave him paper and pencils. JOCELYN PEDERICK and BEN PED-
ERICK are award-winning filmmakers and writers. Together they have direct-
ed and produced more than twenty films, and they are half of the four-member 
team that comprises the Australian film company goodmorningbeautiful. Ben 
is also an author and award-winning blogger.
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july 18, 2017
paperback • $16.95
5.5" x 8.25" • 208 pages
978-1-60980-768-9
E-ISBN: 978-1-60980-665-1

Little Apples
And Other Early Stories
A nton chek hov
translated by peter consta nt ine
introduct ion by c ath y popk in

A rediscovery of largely unknown early Chekhov stories. 

In the follow-up to his National Translation Award-winning collection The Undiscov-
ered Chekhov, translator and scholar Peter Constantine brings us more little-known 
work from the legendary author’s early days as a magazine writer, pseudonymously 
turning out pieces for magazines read by Russia’s small middle class. These stories 
are fresh, yet mature, snapshots that subtly add to our understanding of Chekhov, 
uproariously tragic and darkly comic, and lit from within by a deep fellow feeling 
for all of humanity. As his readers have come to expect, Constantine has translated 
this work with a masterly command of both languages’ subtleties, capturing the 
shadings and intricacies of Chekhov’s writing that flash and recede like sunlight 

on an orchard, offering Chekhov’s tough and amused 
perspectives on daily phenomena like love, aging, class, 
and work. With moments that seem to presage the most 
contemporary writing, Chekhov’s Little Apples reveals 
one of the world’s greatest writers as we have rarely seen 
him, an author both deeply of his time and looking to the 
century ahead. 

ANTON CHEKHOV (1860-1904) is regarded as one of 
the world’s modern masters of both the play and the 
short story. PETER CONSTANTINE’s recent transla-
tions include The Essential Writings of Rousseau (Modern 
Library), The Essential Writings of Machiavelli (Modern 
Library), Sophocles’ Theban Trilogy (Barnes and Noble 
Classics), and works by Gogol, Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, and 
Voltaire. His translation of the complete works of Isaac 
Babel for W. W. Norton received the Koret Jewish Lit-

erature Award and a National Jewish Book 
Award citation. He has been a Guggenheim 
Fellow, and was awarded the PEN Transla-
tion Prize for Six Early Stories by Thomas 
Mann. He co-edited A Century of Greek Poet-
ry: 1900-2000, and the anthology The Greek 
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• Foreign Rights: World Rights. 

Poets: Homer to the Present, which W. W. Norton published in 2010. He is cur-
rently a fellow in Greek/Classics at Columbia. 

Praise for The Undiscovered Chekhov, Winner of the American 
Literary Translator Association’s National Translation Award:

 “This is a delicious volume . . . [The stories] show the reader  
the city and the period the author captured with his pen, and  
the effervescent magic of which the young man was capable.  

These are worth of discovery.” 
—The Times of London

“[A] delightful compilation.” 
—New York Times Book Review

“Exuberant, dark, and presciently modern tales.” 
—Harper’s

“These stories are very very very funny. And very mad.” 
—Vanessa Redgrave
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Francis, The People’s Pope
Ted r a ll

An even-handed, wise and funny biography in graphic-novel form.  
Joining his bestselling series of graphic biographies (Snowden, New 
York Times Graphic Books Bestseller Bernie, and Trump), Ted Rall’s 
Francis, the People’s Pope will present the life, ideas, and political im-
pact of the most progressive spiritual leader in the Roman Catholic 
church’s history. And just in time! 

Can a reformer, working within an established, conservative, bureaucratic institu-
tion make real change? Usually, radical thinker and political cartoonist Ted Rall 
would be among the first to shout “hell no.” But Rall believes that Pope Francis may 
be the one notable exception. By expressing sympathy and outrage on behalf of the 
poor and hungry, solidarity with same sex couples, and righteous anger against 
the world’s banks’ use of capital to gain profit at the expense of local communities 
and on the backs of the middle class, Rall believes Pope Francis may have already 
changed the tone and substance of the conversation. As the world’s governments 
persist in ignoring global warming, and exporting war and suffering, Rall considers 
Pope Francis to be the one world leader who might be able to encourage and inspire 
a new populism to turn the tide. 

Twice the winner of the Robert F. Kennedy Journalism Award and a Pulitzer 
Prize finalist, TED RALL is a radical syndicated political cartoonist, opinion 

columnist, graphic novelist, and occasional war cor-
respondent whose work has appeared in hundreds of 
publications, including the New York Times, Washington 
Post, Village Voice, and Los Angeles Times. For Seven Sto-
ries Press, he is the author and illustrator of The Book of 
Obama (2012), The Anti-American Manifesto (2010), and 
After We Kill You, We Will Welcome You Back as Honored 
Guests (Hill and Wang 2014). Rall is also the illustra-

tor of Greg Palast’s The Best Democracy 
Money can Buy. His most recent books are 
Snowden (2015), Bernie (2016), and Trump 
(2016).

July 18, 2017
paperback • $17.95
5" x 7" • 256 pages
978-1-60980-760-3
E-ISBN: 978-1-60980-761-0
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Praise for Bernie:

“Rall’s illustrated work, in the same format as his acclaimed Snowden, 
is an illuminating, clear-headed, straight-shooting argument…
an essential survey and solid political ammunition for Sanders 

supporters, with appeal to politically minded readers.” 
—Publishers Weekly 

 
“More than a campaign biography, this graphic narrative traces the 
decline and possible resurgence of liberalism within the Democratic 

Party.... An effective, if unapologetically partisan, primer on a strong 
voice from the left to counter the Democrats’ rightward shift.”  

—Kirkus Reviews

• Events in Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Dayton OH, and Washington DC.
• Author available for interview. 
• Foreign Rights: World Rights.
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The Clitoral Truth, 2nd Edition
About Pleasure, Orgasm, and the G-Spot
R ebecc a ch a lk er

A sexuality workshop in book form. 

Dismissed and misunderstood for hundreds of years, the clitoris is the one part 
of the female body whose sole purpose is pleasure. The truth is out there, and in-
ternationally celebrated sex educator Rebecca Chalker has something to say about 
it. In The Clitoral Truth, Chalker offers the only mainstream, in-depth exploration 
devoted solely to women’s genital anatomy and sexual response. Female readers-
-straight, lesbian, and bisexual—will learn new routes to sexual pleasure and new 
ways to enhance their sexual response. Male readers will discover a world they 
never dreamed of.

REBECCA CHALKER is an internationally renowned 
women’s health writer and activist. Her books include The 
Complete Cervical Cap Guide, Overcoming Bladder Disorders, 
and A Women’s Book of Choices: Abortion, Menstrual Extrac-
tion, RU-486. Chalker edited A New View of a Woman’s Body 
and How to Stay Out of the Gynecologist’s Office. Her articles 
have appeared in Ms., the Village Voice, and Self, as well as 
in peer review academic journals. She also teaches a course 

at Pace University entitled “Sexual Revolutions from the Ice Age to the New Mil-
lennium.” Her website is www.clitoraltruth.com. 

August 8, 2017
paperback • $18.95
7" x 7" • 272 pages
978-1-60980-771-9
E-ISBN: 978-1-60980-772-6
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“Rebecca Chalker has written a serious, lively, informative, and let’s 
hope liberating opus on the organ of female sexual pleasure.”  

—Alix Kates Shulman 

“The Clitoral Truth is Our Bodies, Ourselves; your favorite textbook; a 
Nancy Drew mystery; and the Good Vibrations catalogue rolled into one.”  

—Salon.com 

“In this handy book, Chalker . . . writes about the rarely discussed 
subject of female ejaculation, and revels in the many splendors of 

multiple orgasms.”  
—Time Out New York 

“The Clitoral Truth truly reflects the author’s impressive commitment 
to guide readers to a level of exploration that can only be described as 

‘The Joy of Feminist Sex.’”  
—In These Times 

• Foreign Rights: World Rights. Rights sold in Germany.
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“If you appreciate Mary Karr and Jeannette Walls, you’ll want to read 
Williams’s eloquent memoir of growing up in and out of the harsh 
lumber camps of British Columbia.” 
—Jane Fonda

On the day she is leaving town to escape her troubled family and to start over at 
twenty-four—she finds a note on her mother’s door. Her brother has shot himself. 
In stories that face reality so squarely they express what usually goes unsaid—from 
exhilaration to despair--Barbara Williams remembers her childhood leading up to 
this moment. Her father is a logger, nomad, and born dreamer. Her mother has too 
many kids and never enough money to support or protect them. The family keeps 
on the move, shedding a grand total of twenty-seven homes. 

Williams remembers having one hope as a child, “the hope in leaving and doing 
better next time.” But poverty, mental illness, substances abuse, and injustice 
pursued them wherever they went. They lived smalltown life hard and suffered, 
most of all her brother--the fearless star of their childhood adventures and mis-
adventures. Williams writes, “We grew up like wild animals with the wrong set 
of instincts for our environment.” It might be said it’s a miracle she survived to 
bring us these stories. In doing so, Williams proves there is one thing that can 
survive the worst of life and even death: love without judgment.

BARBARA WILLIAMS is a Canadian musi-
cian and film, television, and stage actress. 
Early in her acting career, Williams starred in 
the blockbuster films Thief of Hearts and City of 
Hope. She won an Emmy Award for Best Actress 
for the 1996 telepic Mother Trucker. She was a 
member of the Resident Theatre Company at 
the Vancouver East Cultural Center, and among 
her more than thirty stage roles, she portrayed 

Amelia Earhart in the musical Amelia at 
Canada’s National Arts Center, Joan Baez 
at the Met Theatre in Los Angeles, and 
Lady Macbeth in La Jolla, California, un-
der Tony Award winner Des McAnuff’s di-
rection. As a musician she has performed 

The Hope in Leaving 
A Memoir
B a r b a r a W ill i a ms

August 22, 2017
paperback • $16.95
5" x 8" • 240 pages
978-1-60980-774-0
E-ISBN: 978-1-60980-673-6
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“The Hope in Leaving is an incredibly powerful offering, delivered 
with rare grace and strength given its painful subject matter. With 

it, Williams has proven the most powerful storytelling is that 
which trusts readers to feel its impact without instruction, and find 

meaning without guidance.” 
—Toronto Globe & Mail 

“Authentic. Human. Unselfconscious. Beautifully crafted. The Hope in 
Leaving is a jewel of a book.”  

—Helen Hunt

• Events in Los Angeles.
• Foreign Rights: World Rights. 

in the United States and Canada, often in concerts devoted to peace, worker’s 
rights, and the environment. The Hope in Leaving is her first book. She lives 
and works in Los Angeles.
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Robert Graves
Robert Graves (1895-1985) was a preeminent English poet, 
novelist, critic, translator, and scholar of classical mythology. 
He served in World War I—an experience recounted in his 1929 
autobiography, Good-bye to All That—and later became the first 
professor of English literature at the University of Cairo. Best 
remembered today for his acclaimed historical novels about the 
Roman emperor Claudius, I, Claudius and Claudius the God, his 
other books include The White Goddess, The Hebrew Myths, and 
Collected Poems. 

The Robert Graves Project
Seven Stories is proud to present the first of the books in the 

Robert Graves Project, bringing thirteen of his most important 
works back into print.

Ann at Highwood Hall 
Count Belisarius 

The Golden Fleece (US title: Hercules, My Shipmate) 
Hebrew Myth 

Homer’s Daughter 
The Isles of Unwisdon (US title: The Islands of Unwisdom) 

Lawrence and the Arabs 
Myths of Ancient Greece Retold for the Young (US title: Greek Gods 

and Heroes) 
Proceed Sergeant Lamb 

Sergeant Lamb of the Ninth (US title: Segeant Lamb’s America) 
The Reader Over Your Shoulder 

The Siege and Fall of Troy 
They Hanged My Saintly Billy 

Wife to Mr. Milton
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Back in print, an indispensable and entertaining read for writers of 
English prose from Robert Graves. 

First published in 1947, The Reader Over Your Shoulder remains required reading 
for anyone who wants to write more clearly and artfully. Editor Alan Hodge and 
I, Claudius author Robert Graves enjoin the writer to write as if “a crowd of his 
prospective readers . . . [were] looking over his shoulder,” anticipating possible 
questions and criticism. They identify the most common blunders writers make 
and lay out forty-one principles—twenty-five dealing with clarity of statement, 
sixteen with grace of expression—while showing us how to avoid them. Their in-
sights are as fresh and their examples as entertaining seventy years later as they 
address such topics as “The Use and Abuse of Official English” and “Where Is Good 
English to Be Found?” In print again for the first time in decades, this lost gem is 
sure to take its rightful place alongside The Chicago Manual of Style and Strunk and 
White’s Elements of Style as an indispensable resource for writers of English prose.

ALAN HODGE (1915–1979) was a historian and editor. In addition to The Read-
er Over Your Shoulder, he collaborated with Graves on Work in Hand, a poetry 
collection, and The Long Week-End, a social history of Britain during the First 
and Second World Wars. 

The Reader Over Your Shoulder
A Handbook for Writers of English Prose
ROBERT GR AV ES a nd  A L A N HODGE

February 21, 2017
paperback • $17.95
5.5" x 8.25" • 290 pages
978-1-60980-733-7
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“Robert Graves is a Renaissance figure, among the most generous, 
self-willed, unseemly and brilliant writers of our century.”  

—New York Times 

• Foreign Rights: World English Rights.
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Along with I, Claudius, The Golden Fleece is considered one of Robert Graves’s most 
exciting and transporting historical novels. The Golden Fleece was at one time the 
most sacred religious object of the ancient Greeks, and had been sent away as the 
result of a power struggle between the Greeks and earlier inhabitants of the Greek 
peninsula. In this the original quest narrative, Jason leads a voyage of heroes, in-
cluding his friend Hercules and many others, in his ship the Argo, to recapture the 
sacred Golden Fleece and bring it home. To do so he must travel across the whole of 
the ancient world, perform impossible tasks, and undergo betrayals and tragedies 
beyond comprehension or human endurance. 

Poet, translator, memoirist, novelist, classicist Robert Graves stands alone for 
his ability to bring to modern readers the great stories of the ancient world with 
all their vividness and gore and power intact. As he has shown in many of his 140 
published works, his facility with ancient myths and his understanding of how they 
still inform our imaginative lives helps make The Golden Fleece feel as fresh and 
necessary today as it did the first time someone told the story of Jason and the 
Argonauts some three thousand years ago. 

The Golden Fleece

June 13, 2017
paperback • $19.95
6" x 9" • 480 pages
978-1-60980-767-2
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“Robert Graves’s The Golden Fleece shows the legendary cruise as one 
of the bawdiest, bloodiest, most boisterous expeditions of all time.”  

—Time Magazine 

• Foreign Rights: North American Rights.
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Robert Graves’s bold and presciently feminist novel about the life of 
Nausicaa, the young woman he believed authored the Odyssey. 

Homer’s Daughter is Robert Graves’ novel of the young Nausicaa, a character in the 
Odyssey, who Graves believed was its true author (not the blind and bearded Homer, 
whose Iliad was composed at least 150 years before.... ). That Homer did not write 
the Odyssey continues to be a bold historical and literary claim. Add to it Graves’s 
protofeminist heroine, and a radical modern classic is born. 

In his Historical Note, Graves says the novel “re-creates, from internal and exter-
nal evidence, the circumstances which induced Nausicaa to write the Odyssey, and 
suggests how, as an honorary Daughter of Homer, she managed to get it included 
in the official canon. . . . “Here is the story of a high-spirited and religious-minded 
Sicilian girl who saves her father’s throne from usurpation, herself from a distaste-
ful marriage, and her two younger brothers from butchery by boldly making things 
happen, instead of sitting still and hoping for the best.”

Homer’s Daughter

July 11, 2017
paperback • $16.95
5.5" x 8.25" • 284 pages
978-1-60980-773-3
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• Foreign Rights: North American Rights.
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As described by its author, They Hanged My Saintly Billy is “a novel filled 
with sex, drink, dope, horse racing, incest, suicides, murders, scandal-
ous legal proceedings, cross examinations, inquests and a good public 
hanging.” 

A real historical figure, the British surgeon Dr. William Palmer was accused in 1856 
of murdering fourteen people by means of poison. The Dr. Kevorkian trial of the 
19th century, with a bit of O.J. Simpson mixed in for good measure, the scandal 
entranced nearly the entire population of the British Isles. Everyone had an opinion 
on the case—including esteemed poet and historical fabulist Robert Graves. They 
Hanged My Saintly Billy is true crime as only a true literary master could write it, 
with exquisitely rendered portraits of Palmer’s era and milieu, told from the shift-
ing perspectives of all who came into contact with the notorious doctor. Just as 
his renowned I, Claudius opened a window onto a case of history once thought to 
be closed, Graves’s account of Palmer’s life recasts the surgeon as a victim of yel-
low journalism and overzealous judges. But ultimately it’s left up to the reader to 
decide whether or not Palmer’s mother is in the right, or merely duped along with 
the rest of Palmer’s supporters, when she laments: “Yes, they hanged my saintly 
Billy! He was a bit of a scamp right enough, but a good son to me; the best of the 
brood . . . and no murderer.” 

They Hanged My Saintly Billy

August 15, 2017
paperback • $16.95
5.5" x 8.25" • 312 pages
978-1-60980-764-1
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• Foreign Rights: North American Rights.
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A classic children’s book of verse by Robert Graves evokes the world of 
Victorian England. 

Boisterous, witty, and enchanting, this collection of children’s poems by Robert 
Graves—with iconic drawings by Edward Ardizzone—will delight any young reader. 
First published over fifty years ago, this is a faithful reproduction of the 1964 origi-
nal that was published in the United States and Great Britain. 

Seven poems evoke the world of Victorian England and include the story of Ann, 
“the third-but-youngest child of seventeen,” who runs away to live at a duke’s palace; 
a valentine in verse; a battle of words lost in translation between King George II 
and the Chinese Emperor; a bedside visit to a little girl from her doctor; and a lively 
argument between young Caroline and Charles that sounds a lot like twenty-first 
century banter between children. 

Ann at Highwood Hall will thrill scholars of Robert Graves, collectors of classic 
children’s books, illustrators, historians . . . and poetry lovers of all ages. 

Ann at Highwood Hall

April 11, 2017
hardcover • $16.95
8" x 10.25" • 56 pages
Age: 5-9 years
978-1-60980-743-6
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• Foreign Rights: World English Rights. 
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A book for middle-grade readers and older that makes the Trojan War 
vivid and accessible. 

The ancient city of Troy really existed. The Trojan War that figures in Homer’s two 
great epic poems, The Iliad and The Odyssey, really happened. But there is much 
more to it. 

Leave it to one of the English language’s greatest practitioners, Robert Graves, 
to flesh out the story in a very short book for children, first published in 1962, and 
out of print for more than three decades. According to Graves, “English literature, 
to be properly understood, calls for as close a knowledge of the Trojan War as of 
the Bible: Helen’s beauty, Odysseus’s cunning, Hector’s noble courage, Achilles’s 
vulnerable heel, Ajax’s madness, Agamemnon’s murder, have all become proverbial. 
Yet The Siege and Fall of Troy is perhaps the first modern attempt to make the whole 
story, from the foundation of Troy to the return of the victorious Greeks, into a 
single short book for boys and girls.” 

Two-thirds of Graves’s account originates with ancient Greek and Latin authors 
other than Homer, in fact. The ancient city of Troy was sacked sometime early in 
the twelfth century BC; The Iliad and The Odyssey were composed some four or five 
centuries later. They followed earlier accounts and drew from them. Mostly, the 
various accounts agree with one another, and since most were originally performed 
at royal courts, the exploits of the royal-born feature in them all. 

Graves’s style is sleek and to the point. The speech of the protagonists is direct 
and kids will relate to it. The story is told with verve and clarity. Since this is one of 
the greatest stories of all time, it doesn’t need dressing up. The new Seven Stories 
edition will be elegantly designed and produced, an heirloom for future generations: 

“That night, Agamemnon could not sleep. He got up, armed himself and went 
in search of his brother Menelaus. ‘What we need,’ he told Menelaus, ‘is a really 
clever scheme for saving our army and our fleet. . .’” (from The Siege and Fall of Troy 
by Robert Graves)

The Siege and Fall of Troy

April 11, 2017
hardcover • $13.95
5.5" x 8.25" • 128 pages
Age: 8-12 years
978-1-60980-742-9
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• Foreign Rights: World English Rights. 
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A 2016 Batchelder Honor Book and winner of the Sydney Taylor Book 
Award, this is the first novel for young readers by world-renowned au-
thor Aharon Appelfeld that beautifully tells a story of friendship and 
survival in World War II. Now in a trade paperback edition.

Called “magical” by Julie Orringer, Adam and Thomas is the story of two nine-year-
old Jewish boys who survive World War II by banding together in the forest. They 
are alone, visited only furtively, every few days by Mina, who has herself has found 
refuge from the war by living with a peasant family. 

Adam and Thomas must learn to survive and do. They forage and build a small 
tree house, more a bird’s nest. Adam’s family dog, Miro, manages to find his way 
to him, to the joy of both boys. Miro brings the warmth of home with him. Echoes 
of the war are felt in the forest. The boys meet fugitives fleeing for their lives and 
try to help them. They learn to disappear in moments of danger. And they barely 
survive winter’s harshest weather, but when things seem to be at their worst, a 
miracle happens.

AHARON APPELFELD was born in a village near 
Czernowitz, Bukovina, in 1932. During World War II, 
he was deported to a concentration camp in Transnis-
tria, but escaped. He was eight years old. For the next 
three years, he wandered the forests. In 1944, he was 
picked up by the Red Army, served in field kitchens in 
Ukraine, then made his way to Italy. He reached Pales-
tine in 1946. Today, Appelfield is Professor Emeritus 
of Hebrew literature at Ben-Gurion University at Beer-

sheva, a member of the American Academy of Arts & Sciences, and Comman-
deur de l’Ordre des Arts et des Lettres. He has won numerous prizes, including 

the Israel Prize; MLA Common-
wealth Award in Literature; Prix 
Médicis étranger in France; Pre-
mio Grinzane Cavour and Premio 
Boccaccio Internazionale; Bertha 
von Suttner Award for Culture and 
Peace; and 2012 Independent For-

Adam and Thomas
a h a ron a ppelfeld
translated by jeffery m.  gr een
i l lustrated by phil ippe dum a s

April 4, 2017
paperback • $14.95
5.5" x 8.25" • 160 pages
Age: 8-12 years
978-1-60980-744-3
E-ISBN: 978-1-60980-652-1
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eign Fiction Prize. In 2013, he was a finalist for the Man Booker International 
Prize, and in 2015 Adam & Thomas won the Sydney Taylor Book Award for Old-
er Readers. JEFFREY M. GREEN began to translate for Aharon Appelfeld in 
the 1980s and has translated a dozen or so of his novels. Green is the author 
of Thinking Through Translation, as well as short stories, poems, novels, book 
reviews, and essays. PHILIPPE DUMAS is an iconic French illustrator and 
author of childrens books world-renowned for his own nonconformist style. 
He was awarded the Grand Prix de Littérature Enfantine in 1987 for lifetime 
achievement.

• Foreign Rights: World English Rights. 



Praise for Adam and Thomas:

“Deeply moving and powerful: unforgettable.”  
—Kirkus Reviews

“A real masterpiece . . . The best book of the year.” 
—Lire

“The story is one of quiet perseverance and growing friendship 
between two very different boys experiencing the world together in a 

horrific time and place.”  
—Booklist

“Aharon Appelfeld’s first book for children has the beauty of a classic 
tale, the woods/forest referring to the origins of the species and 

man. The adventure is enthralling, the words simple, the drawings by 
Philippe Dumas deeply touching. The questions, immense.”  

—Telerama Enfants

“All the talent of Aharon Appelfeld is here in his way of tackling, in 
a calm and fragile voice, the great themes of our existence—what 

is love?, what is hate?, what is courage?—without our wishing for a 
second to close the book. Whether one is a child or not.”  

—Le Soir

“Aharon Appelfeld chose to use his personal experience as inspiration 
(as a child he escaped from a concentration camp and survived a few 
months in a forest, after his mother was assassinated by the Nazis) 

without treating that experience in an overly dramatic way, and 
instead tells a tale in a simple and accessible style. A touching and 

captivating tale that will be appreciated by young readers and adults.” 
—Lecture

“A mind-blowing novel.”  
—L’independent

“A deeply moving tale that the delicate drawings by Philippe Dumas 
powerfully illustrate.”  

—La revue des livres pour enfants

“Adam and Thomas is at once a finely wrought fable and a realistic tale 



of survival—a tale of resourcefulness, of friendship, of the kindness 
of strangers, of the mysterious ways of fate.  It’s a book that shows us 

how sheer will and hope can sustain life in the direst of circumstances.  
It’s a book that teaches us to marvel at simple miracles: a piece of 
bread, a sip of milk, the sight of a familiar dog.  Most of all it’s a 

story of generosity, one that suggests that the act of giving may be as 
necessary to our survival as food or drink.  Thank you, Mr. Appelfeld, 

for the gift of this magical book.”  
—Julie Orringer, author of The Invisible Bridge

“Aharon Appelfeld is a living legend, an artistic giant who has 
distilled his personal experience of absolute evil into a pure and 

powerful art.”  
—Dara Horn, author of The World to Come and A Guide for the 

Perplexed
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SIETE CUENTOS
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Jack Forbes’s seminal 1978 text on Native American studies, now avail-
able for the first time in a Spanish translation. 

La obra influyente de Jack Forbes sobre los estudios nativos america-
nos, ahora disponible por primera vez en una traducción español. 

American Indian educator and political philosopher Jack Forbes’s Columbus and 
Other Cannibals was one of the founding texts of the anti-civilization movement 
when it was first published in 1978. His history of terrorism, genocide, and ecocide 
told from a Native American point of view continues to inspire America’s activists. 
Now available for the first time in a Spanish translation, this radical critique of the 
modern “civilized” lifestyle is more vital than ever before. 

El libro del pensador nativo americano Jack Forbes, Colón y otros caníbales, era uno 
de los textos fundamentales del movimiento anticivilización cuando fue publicado 
por primera vez en 1978. Su historia del terrorismo, el genocidio y el ecocidio con-
taba de un punto de vista nativo americano ha continuado a inspirar los activistas 
más influyentes por décadas. Ahora disponible por primera vez en una traducción 
español, esta crítica radical del estilo de vida moderno y “civilizado” es más vital 
que antes.

JACK D. FORBES (1934-2011) was professor 
emeritus and chair of Native American Stud-
ies at the University of California at Davis. 
Of Powhatan-Renápe, Delaware-Lenápe, and 
non-Indian background, he founded the Native 
American Movement in 1961. Forbes started 
Native American Studies programs across the 

country and founded an indigenous uni-
versity. He lectured around the world and 
was the author of twelve books, including 
Apache, Navaho and Spaniard, in print for 
thirty-two years.

COLÓN Y OTROS CANÍBALES 
La enfermedad de explotación wétiko: Imperialismo y terrorismo 
JACK D.  FOR BES
t ra n s l ated b y  A M A DO L A SC A R
ed ited b y  Guiller mo Simini a ni

June 20, 2017
paperback • $16.95
5.5" x 8" • 256 pages
978-1-60980-765-8
E-ISBN: 978-1-60980-766-5
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• Foreign Rights: North American Rights.

JACK D. FORBES (1934-2011) era profesor emérito y presidente de los estudios 
nativos americanos en la Universidad de California en Davis. De un origen de 
Powhatan-Renape, Delaware-Lenape, y no nativo americano, él fundó el mov-
imiento de los nativos americanos en 1961. Forbes empezó programas de los 
estudios nativos americanos a lo largo del país y también fundó una universi-
dad indígena. Él daba lecciones por todo el mundo y fue el autor del 12 libros, 
incluyendo Apache,navajo y español, que ha sido impreso por 32 años.

“Brutality knows no boundaries. Greed knows no limits. Perversion knows no 
borders . . . These characteristics all push towards an extreme, always moving 
forward once the initial infection sets in . . . This is the disease of the consuming of 
other creatures’ lives and possessions. I call it cannibalism.”—Jack Forbes, from 
the Introduction
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“A tale of two kingdoms, mirroring the reflective insight 
of animals and closing eyes of human kind. Animal Envy 
is a clarion call!” —Patti Smith

“More than a campaign biography, this graphic narrative 
traces the decline and possible resurgence of liberalism 
within the Democratic Party. . . . An effective, if unapolo-
getically partisan, primer on a strong voice from the left 

to counter the Democrats’ rightward shift.” —Kirkus Reviews

Trump
A graphic biography
ted rall
$16.95 • 192 pages
trade paperback • 978-1-60980-758-0

Bernie
Ted Rall
$16.95 • 304 pages
trade paperback • 978-1-60980-698-9

Animal Envy 
Ralph Nader
$23.95 • 224 pages
hardcover • 978-1-60980-752-8
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“Loretta Napoleoni has cast a light on the disturbing evo-
lution of the criminal and jihadist kidnapping rings in the 
Middle East . . . to the even more lucrative trafficking of migrants to Europe. . . . We 
are responsible. . . . This is the new world order.”   —Chris Hedges, author of Wages of 
Rebellion

“In The Little Communist Who Never Smiled, French writer 
Lola Lafon considers a less common perspective – the 
female body as an ideological battleground. The result is 
enthralling – a thought-provoking, surprisingly touching 
story about a little girl who shook up the world.” —The Big Issue (UK)

“Magisterial . . .  Almost Complete Poems is magnificent. 
I’ve read it several times with greater and greater pleasure. 
Its verbal generosity and bravura, its humanity, the qual-
ity and quantity of information which it integrates into 
poetry of the highest order make it a continuing delight.” —Marilyn Hacker

Merchants of men
How Jihadists and ISIS Turned Kidnapping  

and Refugee Trafficking into a 
 Multi-Billion Dollar Business

Loretta napoleoni
$24.95 • 304 pages

hardcover • 978-1-60980-708-5

The Little communist who never smiled
lola lafon

Translated by Nick Caistor
$18.95 • 320 pages

trade paperback • 978-1-60980-691-0

almost complete poems
stanley moss

$45.00 • 624 pages
Hardcover • 978-1-60980-727-6
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“Like [that of] his literary ancestor Mark Twain, Kurt 
Vonnegut’s crankiness is good-humored and sharp-
witted.”—A.O. Scott, The New York Times Book Review

“The Best Democracy Money Can Buy is a searing indict-
ment of a rigged electoral system where hundreds 
of thousands of people of color are routinely denied 
the right to vote.  Palast, one our great investigative 

reporters, exposes one of the many mechanisms the corporate state uses to 
keep us enslaved.  If you are not outraged by what Palast has uncovered you 
have no heart.”   —Chris Hedges

“Francesca Borri has done what we, the news orga-
nizations, the diplomats, and the aid groups have 

failed to do: documenting, for the present and the future, the naked truth of 
how we still fail to protect and assist hundreds of thousands of men, women, 
and children in the ancient city of Aleppo.” —Jan Egeland, Norwegian Refugee 
Council ”

If this isn’t nice, what it?, (much)  
expanded second edition
kurt vonnegut
$23.95 • 208 pages
harcover • 978-1-60980-697-2

the best democracy money can buy
A Tale of Billionaires & Ballot Bandits
greg palast
$14.95 • 272 pages
trade paperback • 978-1-60980-775-7

Syrian dust
Francesca Borri
Translated by Anne Milano Appel
$16.95 • 224 pages
trade paperback • 978-1-60980-661-3
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“With gorgeous illustrations and an engag-
ing narrative, this is art and resistance as 
seen through a child’s eyes, and told by a 
fantastic storyteller.”—Kate Schatz, author 
of the New York Times bestseller Rad American Women A-Z and Rad Women 
Worldwide

“This beautiful book asks all the right questions to help young children become aware 
of the eternal bonds that live on after death, while wisely leaving the answers to the 
readers themselves. A book to ponder, to discuss, and to cherish.” —R. J. Palacio, 
author of Wonder

“Jan Vilcek does not make himself the center of a heroic 
narrative but gives space to colleagues, friends, and fam-
ily, yet emerging from this narrative is the unmistakably 
wise, warm, optimistic, and modest soul of a great man.” 
—Yiyun Li, author of Kinder than Solitude and Gold Boy, 
Emerald Girl

My night in the planetarium
 Innosanto Nagara

$17.95 • 24 pages
hardcover • 978-1-60980-700-9

where do they go?
julia alvarez

illustrated by sabra field
$16.95 • 24 pages

hardcover • 978-1-60980-670-5 

Spanish translation available: 
¿Dónde va a parar?
 978-1-60980-717-7 

Love and Science
jan vilcek

$27.95 • 272 pages
hardcover • 978-1-60980-668-2
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Seven Stories Press is an independent book publisher based in New York 
City. We publish works of the imagination by such writers as Nelson Al-
gren, Russell Banks, Octavia E. Butler, Ani DiFranco, Assia Djebar, Ariel 
Dorfman, Coco Fusco, Barry Gifford, Martha Long, Luis Negrón, Hwang 
Sok-yong, Lee Stringer, and Kurt Vonnegut, to name a few, together with 
political titles by voices of conscience, including Subhankar Banerjee, 
the Boston Women’s Health Collective, Noam Chomsky, Angela Y. Davis, 
Human Rights Watch, Derrick Jensen, Ralph Nader, Loretta Napoleoni, 
Gary Null, Greg Palast, Project Censored, Barbara Seaman, Alice Walker, 
Gary Webb, and Howard Zinn, among many others. Seven Stories Press 
believes publishers have a special responsibility to defend free speech 
and human rights, and to celebrate the gifts of the human imagination, 
wherever we can. In 2012 we launched Triangle Square books for young 
readers with strong social justice and narrative components, telling per-
sonal stories of courage and commitment. For additional information, 
visit www.sevenstories.com.
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SEVEN STORIES team
Stewart Cauley  Art Director
Jon Gilbert   Operations Director
Lauren Hooker  Editor
Noah Kumin  Academic & Web Manager
Rachel Nam  Managing Editor and Direct Sales
Allison Paller  Associate Publicist
Dan Simon   Publisher and Editorial Director
Silvia Stramenga  Rights Director
Ruth Weiner    Publicity Director, Seven Stories and Co-Publisher, Triangle 

Square Books for Young Readers

Interns: Alexis Campbell, Sanina Clark, and Aaron Stier-Cohen

Fellow travelers: Paul Abruzzo, Astrid Cook, Ian Dreiblatt, Daniella Gitlin, 
Violaine Huisman, Phoebe Hwang, ria julien, Tania Ketenjian, Meg Lemke, Ve-
ronica Liu, Anna Lui, Tom McCarthy, George Mürer, Theresa Noll, Georgia Phil-
lips-Amos, Ashley Roberts, Greg Ruggiero, Jesse Ruddock, Anne Rumberger, 
Astella Saw, Jill Schoolman, and Jeanne Thornton.

ADVI SORY BOAR D

Dore Ashton
Russell Banks
Athol Fugard
Juris Jurjevics
Raoul Peck
Peter Sellars
Claire Tisne
Minky Worden

EDI TOR IAL OFFICE S  F OR EIGN R IGHT S

Seven Stories Press  Silvia Stramenga
140 Watts St.   140 Watts St.
New York, NY 10013  New York, NY 10013
Tel: (212) 226-8760   silvia@sevenstories.com
Fax: (212) 226-1411
info@sevenstories.com
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UNI T ED STAT E S
Seven Stories Press
c/o Random House Customer Service
400 Hahn Road
Westminster, MD 21157
Tel: (800) 733-3000 available daily 8:30 
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. EST (Eastern and Cen-
tral Accounts) 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
EST (Western Accounts)
Fax: (800) 659-2436
Electronic Ordering (EDI): (800) 669-1536
Online: www.randomhouse.biz
Shipping minimum reorders: $200 
retail value. Shipping minimum new 
titles: $100 retail value

C ANADA
Random House of Canada Limited
2775 Matheson Boulevard East
Mississauga, Ontario L4W 4P7
Tel: (888) 523-9292, 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 
p.m. EST Monday through Friday
Fax: (888) 562-9924
Electronic Ordering (EDI): (800) 258-4233
Canadian Telebook I.D. S 2013975
Shipping minimum order: $100 retail 
value

INT ERNAT IONAL (EXCEPT UNI T ED  
KINGDOM)
Random House, Inc. International Dept.
1745 Broadway
New York, NY 10019
Tel: (212) 572-6083
Fax: (212) 572-6045, (212) 829-6700
international@randomhouse.com

UNI T ED KINGDOM
Turnaround Distribution
Unit 3, Olympia Trading Estate
Coburg Rd.
Wood Green
London N22 6TZ
Tel: 44 (0) 181-829-3000
Fax: 44 (0) 181-881-5088

SPECIAL MAR KET S
Random House Special Markets
1745 Broadway
New York, NY 10019
www.randomhouse.biz/specialmarkets
Email: specialmarkets@randomhouse.
com
Fax: (212) 572-4961

SCHOOL S & COLLEGE S
Examination copies of Seven Stories 
Press titles are available free of charge. 
Please mail, fax, or email your request on 
university letterhead to:

Seven Stories Press Textbook Division
140 Watts St.
New York, NY 10013
Fax: (212) 226-1411
academic@sevenstories.com

or

High Schools
http://www.randomhouse.com/high-
school
highschool@randomhouse.com
Fax: (212) 940-7381

Colleges and Universities
http://www.randomhouse.com/academic
RHAcademic@randomhouse.com
Fax: (212) 940-7381

LIBR AR IE S
Title information and examination copy 
requests:
http://www.randomhouse.com/library
library@randomhouse.com
Fax: (212) 940-7381

R EVIEW COPIE S
To request a review copy, please contact 
Anne Rumberger at 212-226-8760 or 
anne@sevenstories.com

distribution information
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BR AZIL AND POR TUG AL
Luciana Villa-Boas and Raymond Moss
Agencia Literaria
Av. Delfim Moreira 1.222/102
Cep 22.441-000
Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil
Tel: (55) 21 3724-1046
luciana@vbmlitag.com

CHINA (MAINL AND)
Maggie Han 
Big Apple Agency, Shanghai office
3/F, No. 838, Zhongshan Bei Road
Zha-bei District Shanghai 200070
PR China
maggie-han@bigapple-china.com 

GERMANY
Christian Dittus
Antonia Fritz
Paul and Peter Fritz Agency
Seefeldstrasse 303   |   CH-8008 Zürich
Switzerland
Tel: 41 (44) 388-4141
cdittus@fritzagency.com, 
afritz@fritzagency.com

HUNG ARY
Peter Bolza
Katai & Bolza Literary Agents
P.O. Box 1474
H-1464 Budapest, Hungary
Tel: +36 1-456-0313
peter@kataibolza.hu

I SR AEL
Efrat Lev
The Deborah Harris Agency
9 Yael Street
P.O. Box 8528
9108401 Jerusalem, Israel
Tel: 972 (0) 2-563-3237
efrat@thedeborahharrisagency.com

I TALY
Piergorgio Nicolazzini
PNLA & Associati Srl / 
Piergiorgio Nicolazzini Literary Agency
Via G.B. Moroni 22  
20146 Milano, Italy
Tel: +39 02 83420192
piergiorgio.nicolazzini@pnla.it

JAPAN
Miko Yamanouchi
Japan Uni Agency, Inc.
Tokyodo Jinbocho No. 2 Bldg. 1-27 Kanda
Jinbocho Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 101-0051 Japan
Tel: (3) 3295-0301
miko.yamanouchi@japanuni.co.jp

KOR E A
Duran Kim
Duran Kim Agency
2F Taeyang Building
1586-5 Seocho-dong, Seocho-ku
Seoul 137-070 Korea
Tel: 82 (2) 583-5724
duran@durankim.com

RUSSIA
Ludmilla Sushkova
Suite 72 Sroenie 6 Tsevtnoy Blvd 21
127051 Moscow, Russia
sushkova@awax.ru

SPAIN AND L AT IN AMER IC A
Monica Martin
MB Agencia Literaria S.L.
Ronda Sant Pere 62, 1º 2ª
08010 Barcelona, Spain
monica@mbagencialiteraria.es

TAIWAN
Chris Lin
Big Apple Agency, Taiwan office
5F-4, No. 102, Sec. 1, Dunhua S. Road
Taipei City, 105 Taiwan R.O.C
Taiwan
chris-lin@bigapple1-taipei.com

TUR KEY
Amy Spangler
AnatoliaLit Agency Caferaga Mahallesi
Gunesli Bahce Sok.
No:48 Or.Ko Apt.
B Blok D:4
34710 Kadikoy- Istanbul
Turkey
Tel: +90 216 530 11 86
amy@anatolialit.com

F ORMER YUGOSL AVIA
Ivan Srsen
Sandorf Publishing and Literary Agency
Severinska 30
10110 Zagreb, Croatia
ivan.srsen@sandorf.hr
PERMI SSION S F OR R EPR INT,  
EXCER PT, OR  
PHOTOCOPY R IGHT S  
The Permissions Company
47 Seneca Road P.O. Box 604
Mount Pocono, PA 18344
Tel: 570-839-7477
permdude@eclipse.net

FILM R IGHT S
Joseph Veltre, Gersh Agency
41 Madison Avenue, 33rd Floor
New York, NY 10010
Email: jveltre@gershny.com  
Phone: 212-634-8142

contact information
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